COMPLETE ARE THE STOCKS IN OUR NEW STORE

Larger and better than ever are the lines which now comprise the immense displays on the many floors of our new store—collected from the world's leading manufacturers—representing the very latest and best ideas of the foremost designers and skilled workmen. All grades—all woods—all finishes—in million variety of designs in the many pieces for the parlor, the library, the living room, the dining room, the hall, the ball and the den, reproductions of the famous period and other designs—Louis XV, Louis XVI, Empire, Sheraton, Hepplewhite and the popular "arts and crafts." Each is the character of this handsome display that makes selection easy and satisfactory. For weeks we have been active in selecting and bringing together this great stock, and our facilities for displaying same are unequalled in this country. We invite your inspection of this most complete and handsome stock.

IN THE CARPET DEPARTMENT

Sixth Floor

Every weave and quality is represented in our immense gathering of Carpets and Rugs, including the most select patterns of the full seasons of this year. The many qualities of Wilton, Axminster, Velveteen, BODY BLOCKING, CHAFFER and many other new weaves and colorings. Our display of Rugs is all house embraces a beautiful harmonious grouping of mixtures and color combinations. We have more than 300 different Rugs here on display. All Rugs are the original Fiber Carpets. In both the inlaid and printed Linoleums we have made our own, and our new stock includes the very best designs in all grades, and well arranged. We will be glad to give you any information particularly the tile, parquet, woods, carpet and granite mortared effects. Our prices on all floor coverings will be very reasonable, and our large and perfectly lighted and well arranged carpet department alone is worthy of a visit to our new store.

SALE OF 27 x 54 in. VELVET RUGS
TOMORROW IN THE CARPET DEPT.

For the first sale in our carpet department we have selected the above size velvet rugs—these in several Oriental patterns and colorings. The regular selling value of them is $2.50 each. Commencing tomorrow morning we will place them on sale at the special price of $1.50 each.

Our FALL IMPORTATION
OF PERSIAN RUGS
NOW BEING EXHIBITED ON THE SIXTH FLOOR

To those who appreciate the lasting qualities, the exclusive beauty and weaves and the richness of coloring of these rugs, should avail themselves of at least seeing this new consignment, which consists of fine old antiques pieces in very low, hall and state rooms and small antique rugs and Kilmans.

Meshed Muschabad Kirmanshah
Seraphi Tabires Shires
Isphahan Faraghan Afghan

The ball runners and stair step rugs in length from 20 ft. to 60 ft. Persian rugs in all sizes, consisting of ANATOLIAN IVANS, HOUSEHOLD, SHIRAZ, SARABANDE. Persian rugs in smaller sizes. We extend a cordial invitation to all to call and inspect this collection.

SALE OF GRANITE IRONWARE
CROCKERY DEPT.—BASEMENT

The above two sections represent the offerings from our large and well-stocked crockery and hardware department, containing tomorrow.

St. DISHES, SALE PRICE 25c EACH
St. SAUCERS, SALE PRICE 15c EACH

DRAPERY & DECORATIVE DEPT.'S
Sixth Floor

Basket with the specimens of the very latest and best creations in door, window and wall hangings gathered from the art centers of the north—all new designs being splendidly lighted and arranged for the display of same, and we invite the inspection of those who are interested in interior decoration.

WALL PAPERS AND WALL TAPESTRIES—Exclusive effects—artistic and most foreign productions suitable for sleeping room, hall, library, living room, parlor and drawing rooms. Impaired leathers and Japanese Woven metal effects for wall papering in hall and lining room upper cloth treaters.

WALL TENTS AND PRECIOUS of every description, executed by our artists. We execute all sorts of executing the most exacting demands. LACE CURTAIN to every style and color—a variety of new patterns—all selected stock to select from.

McDOUGALL KITCHEN CABINETS

We are now showing the many different styles of these most popular kitchen pieces. It would be difficult to mention the numerous advantages of this modern piece of kitchen furniture, but where one of these cabinets is in use the line connected with the kitchen is actually reduced one half. The woman who appreciates "home system" will recognize the merit of the McDougall.

TULL & GIBBS
COMPLETE HOUSE-FURNISHERS
Morrison and Seventh

TULL & GIBBS
COMPLETE HOUSE-FURNISHERS

Great
Auction Sale
Oil Speakers and Chinese armor, consisting of old Bronzes, Oil Lamps, Decors, and Arrow Ancestor Sets, Chinese Carvers, Chinese Rugs, etc. All from the eastern and western world. These articles are all warranted above the ordinary. They are sold on a cash basis and all are likely to interest the connoisseur.

SALES AT 2 P.M. AND 7 P.M. DAILY

Andrew Kan & Co.
211 Morrison St.